**STS Austria 2018 Pre-conference workshop**

*Organizers:*
Florentine Frantz (University of Vienna) &
Helene Sorgner (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt)

**Venue:** Room I. 1.04 (main building, 1st floor)

**Programme**

11:00 - 11:20: Arrival, Coffee and Introduction to the Workshop

11:20 – 13:00 Session I:

Stefanie Bauer (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt):
*Vloggers, “new” experts of our time? The perception of facts and expertise of lay people in the nutrition blogger sphere*

Florentine Frantz (University of Vienna):
*Research integrity in academia: Between individuals, institutions and communities*

Pouya Sepehr (University of Vienna):
*Seeing like smart city algorithms: Urban Governance in the age of Big Data*

Helene Sorgner (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt):
*The “problem of recognition” in experimental high-energy physics*

Comments by Anja Bauer (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt) and Bernhard Wieser (University of Technology Graz)

13:00 – 13:15 Lunch break

13:15 – 14:30 Session II:

Robert Herrenbrück (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt):
*Legitimization and de-legitimization of controversial research: (Self-)Representation of climate engineering scientists*

Jenan Irshaid (Alpen-Adria-Universität Klagenfurt):
*The Governance of responsible research and innovation towards societal transformation*

Andrea Werner (FH Technikum Wien):
*An analysis of megatrends and their implications on the future of the urban energy system*

Comments by Michael Ornetzeder (Institute of Technology Assessment, Vienna) and Lisa Sigl (University of Vienna)